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=====[AssetBuilder.pas] ==== ***************************************************************************** Author: Sean O'Neil, Sheridan Media Email:
sean@sheridanmedia.com Date: 1/7/03 Project: X-Ray Game Engine Version: 3.0 ***************************************************************************** A great utility

package for creating sprites, 3D models, and sounds, and managing them all in one neat package. A must have for new programmers. Supports the following operations: - Create a sprite at an
offset - Create an animation clip - Insert an image into an animation clip - Insert an image as a key frame into an animation clip - Insert an image into an animation clip as a loop - Insert an image

as a trigger into an animation clip - Get an animation clip - Set an animation clip - Update all sprites in an animation clip - Update an image in an animation clip - Update all sprites in an animation
clip at once - Delete an animation clip - Delete an image in an animation clip - Delete an image in an animation clip - Delete an image in an animation clip at once - Delete an animation clip -

Delete an image in an animation clip - Delete an image in an animation clip at once - Delete an animation clip - Delete all sprites in an animation clip - Delete all sprites in an animation clip at once
- Delete all sprites in an animation clip - Delete an animation clip - Delete all images in an animation clip - Delete all images in an animation clip at once - Delete an animation clip - Delete all

sprites at once - Delete all images at once - Delete all sprites at once - Delete all images at once - Remove an image from an animation clip - Replace an image in an animation clip - Swap an image
in an animation clip - Move all images in an animation clip - Move an image in an animation clip - Move an image in an animation clip - Flip an image in an animation clip - Rotate an image in an

animation clip - Mirror an image in an animation clip - Copy an image in an animation clip - Add an image in an animation clip as a trigger - Add an image in an animation clip as a loop - Add
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- KeystrokeEncode- Encodes a keystroke to be - Reversed- Turns off the effect when turned on - Monochrome- Turns off the effect when turned on - Offset- Displays the mouse location above or
below the animated bar - Reveal- Displays the mouse location when pressed down - Offset- Displays the mouse location above or below the animated bar - Reverse- Turns off the effect when

turned on - Offset- Displays the mouse location above or below the animated bar - Reverse- Turns off the effect when turned on - Offset- Displays the mouse location above or below the animated
bar - Strippin- Strippin is performed on a keystroke when the effect is on - Show- Shows the mouse location when pressed down - Offset- Displays the mouse location above or below the animated
bar - Show- Shows the mouse location when pressed down - Offset- Displays the mouse location above or below the animated bar - Show- Shows the mouse location when pressed down - Offset-

Displays the mouse location above or below the animated bar - Show- Shows the mouse location when pressed down - Offset- Displays the mouse location above or below the animated bar - Show-
Shows the mouse location when pressed down - Offset- Displays the mouse location above or below the animated bar - Show- Shows the mouse location when pressed down - Offset- Displays the
mouse location above or below the animated bar - Show- Shows the mouse location when pressed down - Offset- Displays the mouse location above or below the animated bar - Show- Shows the

mouse location when pressed down - Offset- Displays the mouse location above or below the animated bar - Show- Shows the mouse location when pressed down - Offset- Displays the mouse
location above or below the animated bar - Show- Shows the mouse location when pressed down - Offset- Displays the mouse location above or below the animated bar - Show- Shows the mouse
location when pressed down - Offset- Displays the mouse location above or below the animated bar - Show- Shows the mouse location when pressed down - Offset- Displays the mouse location

above or below the animated bar - Show- Shows the mouse location when pressed down - Offset- Displays the mouse location above or below the animated bar - Show 77a5ca646e
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AnimationFX is a simple animation framework for Delphi and C++Builder. It is based on TAnimation, but offers much more than just the timing functionality. The TAnimationFX component
includes the following features: Checkerboard, CrushReveal, StretchIn, Mono Sliders, Mono Reveal, Checker Blinds, Random Bars, Twin Random Bars, Striped Iris, Pixelate, StretchOut, and
other more. It is possible to use any TImage instance to create custom animation effects. Custom animation effects can be used for example in About Boxes,Splash Screens,Easter Eggs,etc.
AnimationFX is based on the Open Source TAnimation component, which can be downloaded for free. AnimationFX is not a third party component. It was originally coded by Takuya Toda from
Software House and have since been updated by its author. The component is coded in Delphi and C++Builder and works for all XE, XE2, XE3, XE4, XE5, XE6, XE7, XE8, XE9, XE10, XE11,
XE12, XE13, XE14, XE15, XE16, XE17 and XE18. License: Free for use Get the zip version from here: Short Description: TAnimationFX is a simple animation framework for Delphi and
C++Builder. It is based on TAnimation, but offers much more than just the timing functionality. The TAnimationFX component includes the following features: Checkerboard, CrushReveal,
StretchIn, Mono Sliders, Mono Reveal, Checker Blinds, Random Bars, Twin Random Bars, Striped Iris, Pixelate, StretchOut, and other more. It is possible to use any TImage instance to create
custom animation effects. Custom animation effects can be used for example in About Boxes,Splash Screens,Easter Eggs,etc. AnimationFX is based on the Open Source TAnimation component,
which can be downloaded for free. AnimationFX is not a third party component. It was originally coded by Takuya Toda from Software House and have since been updated by its author. The
component is coded in Delphi and

What's New in the TAnimationFX?

Fills an image in a specific rectangular pattern over a mask. Syntax: TAnimationFX.FillPattern(Image:TBitmap;Mask:TBitmap;x,y,width,height:integer;Pattern: TBitmap); Description: Animate
the specified rectangle of the image. Syntax: TAnimationFX.AnimateRect(Image:TBitmap;X,Y,W,H:integer;Rate: TFloat;Animation:TBitmap); Description: Animate the specified rectangular
area of the image. Syntax: TAnimationFX.AnimateRect(Image:TBitmap;X,Y,W,H:integer;Rate: TFloat;Animation:TBitmap); Description: The user can slide an image to the right or left. Syntax:
TAnimationFX.Slide(Image:TBitmap;X:integer;Y:integer;XOffset:TFloat; YOffset:TFloat;Animation:TBitmap); Description: The user can slide an image to the right or left. Syntax:
TAnimationFX.Slide(Image:TBitmap;X:integer;Y:integer;XOffset:TFloat; YOffset:TFloat;Animation:TBitmap); Description: The user can move an image up or down, with no margin around the
image. Syntax: TAnimationFX.Move(Image:TBitmap;X,Y:integer;XOffset,YOffset: TFloat;Animation:TBitmap); Description: The user can move an image up or down, with no margin around the
image. Syntax: TAnimationFX.Move(Image:TBitmap;X,Y:integer;XOffset,YOffset: TFloat;Animation:TBitmap); Description: The user can stretch an image horizontally or vertically, no margin
around the image. Syntax: TAnimationFX.Stretch(Image:TBitmap;X,Y:integer;XOffset,YOffset: TFloat;Animation:TBitmap); Description: The user can stretch an image horizontally or vertically,
no margin around the image. Syntax: TAnimationFX.Stretch(Image:TBitmap;X,Y:integer;XOffset,YOffset: TFloat;Animation:TBitmap); Description: Animate the specified rectangle of the image
by moving it to the left or right. Syntax: TAnimationFX.An
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System Requirements For TAnimationFX:

Region: Offline Mode: Net Mode: (Online) Multiplayer: Get Involved: Visit our official forums at Join our Facebook community at Follow us on Twitter at Check our YouTube Channel at The
Future of TigLogic Development TigLogic development is made
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